
t-MOWm 9 « ISM 

( J J L ^ b l u m m m m m n ) * 

This witness testifies to more meetings than 

any other witness does* He is a cunring and sometimes 

shrewd witness, but on the whole he is one that has been, 

and can be shaken, and in a number of instances hie testi-

mony is demonstrably false. Reference to obvious false-

hoods will be referred to later in this Memo* 

Sharp is a poor reporter as a perusal of his 

Notes and Reports will indicate. In great many instances 

his notes are quite unintelligible and do not make sense* 

Despite this fact Sharp testified to the fact that he was 

able to understand everything that was said at the meetings 

he reported, and that he wa able to understand the notes 

that he had made - Tee p* 1877-8 (V .1J ) , but see also 

p* 1 '83 to 1 >89 (v .10 ) , when he is forced to admit that 

he cannot understand what he has recorded. 

It is quite clear that although 3harp states 

that he writes down word for word what the speaker says, 

(p.1916-1820, Vol .13) , thin is shewn to be nonsense when 

reference is made to speeches given by educated persons 

such as 0. Tambo, Or. Njongwe, D. Sokwe, who are reported 

in quite ungrammatioal manner and in some instances in a 

minner as to make their speeohes gibberish. Despite these 

reports, Sharp states that he wrote down exactly what the 

speaker said, and that these persons spoke in this illiterate 

a d VBgraaaatioal manner (see p.1820 A 1 , Vol.10 - 1866-7, 

Vol.10, 1885, Vol.10, 1892, Vol*10 for cross-esaminatim 

on this aspect). 

i t / . . . . 



It is clear that not only is Shr.rp a bad reporter 

but that he is also one who ie incapable of recording anything 

but a very saiall portion of any speech aade at a meeting. 

As to his admission on this aspect, see p. 1889*1890, 1891, 

1916, 1924, 1925, 1927.- Vol .10 . , 5126, V .26 ) . 

Despite these later admissi >ns, : harp on three 

oocasions tried to persuade the Court that he gets down 

everything the speaker says, and that he misses nothing of 

the speech - uee p. 1877 ft 1923, Vol.10. 

Moreover, Sharp states that whilst making his 

notes at meetings, he sometimes leaves out things that are 

said which he does not think it necessary to record, (see 

p. 1925, V .10 , 2338, V .17 , 2830, Vo.15) , In addition 

when compiling his Report from his Notes, Sharp says that 

he uses his discretion as to what goes into his Report, and 

he sometimes leaves out whole sentences, (see p. 2060-1-2, 

V . l l ) . It is also olear (despite his denial, p.1816-1828, 

V .10 ) , that Jharp, in compiling his Reports, embellishes on 

and elaborates on his Notes (for ouch an admission see 

p. 1828 ft 1940, V .10) . 

It is in this context, l . e . i 

( a ) . That Sharp is unable to record more than a 

very saiall portion of what is spoken, 

(b ) . That his reporting is generally most 

ungramaatioal - and very often makes 

nonsense. 

(c ) . That in mailing Notes at meetings, he omits 

things which are said in speeches which he 

does not think important. 

(d ) . That in compiling his reports, he omits matter 

contained/.. . 
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contained in his Notes and uses his dis-

cretion as to what should be put into his 

reports. 

( e ) . That he sometimes embellishes and elaborates 

on his Notes when compiling his Report -

that his recording of N. fcandela's speech 

(G.296) at a meeting held on 7 .3 .54 under 

ths auspices of "Let the People Speak Com-

mittee" should be examined. On the face of it 

this is a most inflammatory speech, and 

advocates resort to violence. (Referred to 

on p. 32 7 , VI . 17 ) . Mandela has prepared 

a "emo. on this speech and fivers that it has 

been seriouely distorted. There are certain 

aspects which are significantt 

( 1 ) . Only Sharp*s Report has been put in 

and not his Notes which he says have 

b en lost. 

( 2 ) . The speech as recorded in the Report is 

quite unlike any other speech reported 

by Sharp in that the recording is so 

grammatical, consecutive and intelligible 

as to raise strong suspicion that Sharp 

was helped to compile his Report by someone 

who has a such better knowledge of the 

English language than Sharp has. 

Compare the recording of and the language 

used in this speech with the recording of 

and lanr
ru -e to be found in the speeches 

of others who are no less educated and 

f luen / . . . 
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fluent in -mgliah than iandela is . For 

examples of such uneducated and illiterate 

recordings by Sharp of other e ucated md 

fluent @peakerat see speeches by: 

Dr. HJongwe, p.1821. V.10 

0 . Tambo. p.1806-7 

p.1820 V.10 

D. lowke, p.1866-7 V.10 

Y.Caohalia. xh, ^ .293. 

Dr. Koosa. p.5054. V.26 

p. 5507 ¥.28 

P. Beylereld p.5134-5 V.26 . 

r . l'r< «s. p.5510 V.28 

One should also compare sharp's reporting 

of j<andela'e speech (exh.298) with his 

reporting of another speech by Handela one 

month later which is to be found in Exh# 

0.295» in order to appreciate the difference 

in ^ranimar and intelligibility. Also com-

pare harp's reporting of H. Resha*s speech 

in By. 0 . 298 which io in fairly grammatical 

and quite understandable language with his 

reporting of another speech by R. Reeha at 

p.1800, V.9 find p. 1801, V .10 , vmich in 

many instances is unintelligible and very 

ungrasaatical. 

Attention is also directed to the fact that 

when Sharp's attention was drawn to certain 

ungramaatical and nonsensical recordings of 

Tambo's utterances, he stated that he found 

nothing ungramm&tical therein, that the he 

understood/... 
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understood the speaker and that he had 

recorded hie exact words.- see p.1820-1, 

V .10 . 

It is to mo, therefore, inconceivable that 

sharp could have recorded N. Mandela as he 

did as p r Fx. J.298 without help and assis-

tance, and bearing in mind that his original 

Notes are missing, these facts throw the 

gravest doubts on the accuracy and the 

honesty of the recording. 

(3) Mandela doubts whether Sharp was at the 

meeting which he alleges he recorded. 

Neither he nor R. Resha remember s eeing 

Sharp at this meeting, although both clearly 

remember seeing two European Detectives there 

who took notes of what was said (see Mandela1s 

Memo.) 

(4) On 13/7/56 Kandela received particulars from 

the Minister of Justice setting out the 

reasons for banning him from attending 

gatherings. On fage 7* of this notice, 

reliance is placed on iiandela's speech in 

question which purports to be set out therein. 

But a comparieon of the recordings - i . e . , 

that whioh is testified to by Sharp in Ex. 

0 . 298 and that which is contained in the 

said particulars, shews many differences and 

omissions, although basically they a^ree. 

This confirms one in the belief that inandela's 

speech was recorded not only by Jharp ( if 

h e / . . . 



he recorded it at all) hut by others, and 

the probability exists that after the meeting 

all the reporters got together and compared 

their Motes from the total sum of whioh 

Sharp and the others compiled their Reports 

which were then sent to the Minister via 

the Commissioner, This would aooount for 

the unusually accurate, intelligible aid 

grammatical recording to be found in 3x#298, 

It is clear that alt hough there is much 

basic agreement in the speech as reoorded by 

Sh.'-rp in Ex. 298 and the particulars sent 

to Handela on 13 /7 /56 , these two recordings 

were not done by one and the same person. 

The absenoe of 3harp's original Notes is in 

this context significant. 

The speech as set out in the particulars of 

13/7/56 should be put to Sharp for the pur-

pose of obtaining his admission that this 

was not k*k his recording. 

• I f Sharp admits at the recording as set 

out in the Particulars of 13/7/56 was not 

made by him the two questions immediately 

ariset (a ) . Who is the other recorder, and 

(b ) . ' hy has he not been called. 

In all probability such other recorder was 

an individual far more educated and fluent 

in 1 n#liah than Sharp is , and Sharp's report 

was compiled with the assistance of such 

Individual and his Hotes. 

( 6 ) . / . . . . 
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(6) Mandela In his Meo. states that his refer-

ence to obtaining freedom in by sup-

porting violent rebellion and militant 

action was made when he was illustrating the 

me^ns employed by the Afrikaners in their 

struggle against the British. It is signi-

ficant that when dealing with this topic a 

sentence in Kx. 0 . 290» p.*'.* reads* " I 

tlink the first people to admit that this is 

true are all the Afrikaner people", but in 

Iarticulars, p.7.# referred to the sentence 

reads, n l think the first people to admit 

this is true are all the Africans". 

Mandela further states that having illustra-

ted how the Afrikaner people obtained their 

freedam by supporting violent rebellion aid 

militant action, he went on to osy, "But 

ours is a non-violent struggle in which the 

boycott and non-collaboration are the ohief 

weapons". This statement is not reported 

by Sharp, but it would a: pear that logically 

it must have been made, as immediately 

prior to his references to "violent rebellion 

and militant action" - which he states 

referred to the struggle of the Afrikaner 

people - he had been addressing the meeting 

on the value of the weapon of non-cooperation 

by the Africans which would cause the 

Government "to fall like a house of cards" 

(see lines 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 A 12, lage 3 . of Ex. 

0 . 298) . It would then be quite illogical 

and / . . . 
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and Inconsistent for him immediately there-

after to urge violent rebellion* etc. 

( 7 ) . Sharps's failure to reerd Mandela*s words, 

"But ours is a non-violent struggle 

boycott and non-collaboraticn...chief 

weapons" is consistent with his admiosions: 

(a) that he omita sentences from his Notes 

which he doe s not consider important, 

(b) that, at his discretion, he omits sen-

tences in his Reports which at, pear in 

his Notes. 

( 8 ) . iiut perhaps one of the most significant 

features of sharp's evidence and recordings 

is the fact that although he testifies to 

more meetings than any other witness - 45 

meetings in all - one cannot find in any of 

hi® reports or notes any reference to speakers 

repudiating violence and advocating a non-

violent str gs;le. -his, despite t e fact 

that it is common cause that such repudiation 

of violence was repeatedly stressed at meet-

ings. See for example Moteeki Maselele, "In 

all meetings.. . .the A .N .O . has always 

preached non-violence" ( p.1954, V .10 ) . 

Wilson (rxumisa, "At every one of the meetings 

testified to. . .the speakers have ur^ed the 

people to conduct their struggle in a non-

violent manner - that is (my) general 

experience at all A.tt.C. meetings - they 

never/. 



even plead for non-violence" (p.2247. V.12) 

See also fharp*s evidence at p. 3027 A 3029• 

V .16 , where he does not deny iigt. Helberg*s 

evidence that "at meeting after meeting 

speakers have urged non-violence". It 

cannot be doubted but that Sharp has heard 

this call for non-violence many times himself 

and his failure ever to record this is only 

due to the fact that* as he admitB on p.30?0, 

V.16, he goes to meetings for the specific 

purpose of seeing whether any offence is being 

committed and he has wade a practice of not 

recording exhortations to non-violence. 

A careful check must be made to confirm 

that Sharp's notes and Reports contain no 

reference to calls for non-violence. 

Mandela'b version of his speech would be 

consistent with Sharp*s recording thereof in 

fix. 0 298 if some minor alterations were 

made in the latter. On p . 3 t i f one sub-

stitutes the word "wanted" for "want" in 

line 17, and the word "were* for "are" in 

line 18 - the word "was" for "is"in line 

26 - and deletes the "is" in line 27 and 

then in line 30 after the word " l ists" , adds 

Mandela*8 previously referred to omitted 

statement, "Uut ours is a non-violent 

struggle, etc" , then the recording of Man-

dela's speech would be consistent with what 

Mandela/. . . 
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•andela says he said and, what is more, it 

would be consistent with the therae of non-

collaboration which he was pursuing as would 

appear from lines 8 to 12 on the sarae page. 

As it is reported by Sharp, Mandela's speeoh 

is quite illogical and inconsistent* Accord-

ing to Sharp at lines 8-12, he deals with the 

theory of non-cooperation with the govern-

ment and the withdrawal of non-Euro ©an 

labour and immedi .tely thereafter he is said 

to be urging violent revolution. 

on p. 1 

(10) Attention is directed to the last paragraph/ 

and 1st paragraph on p.2 of ix. 0 .293 , 

where on no less than 11 oocasions Sharp has 

written " it is" instead of the words which 

were obviously used, viz . " Is i t " . I f 

Sharp had been recording as he says he does 

at p. 1220, 1316 ft 1923, V .10 , word for word 

what the speaker says, he could not have 

repeated this error 11 times. I f , however, 

he was mechanically writing out his report 

from a prepared transcript it is perhaps 

conceivable that this mistake could be made 

and then repeated. 

In any event this is a good example of the 

manner, in which the whole sense of a speech 

can be dls torted by the substitution of one 

word for another and lends support to the 

theory expressed in the preceding paragraph, 

hereof - ;>harp should be examined and asked 

to explain. 

It will, of course, be necessary to put to 
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Sharp Handela's version of his speech as 

set out in the letter's rlemo. 

This has been dealt with partially in the 

preceding portion of these notes. But > sharp could 

be further cross-examined in regard to this aspect 

on the evidence which he is reported to have given 

at p. 3027-J038-3029-3 30. v. 16. ( i ee also p. 1 8 9 -

1890, V .10 ) . where he at first stated that speakers 

may have urged non-violence, but later retracted rrnd 

said that such exhortations were never made. That if 

non-violence had been urged, this must necessarily 

have pe r d in his Notes. But see p. 1815, V.10, 

"Things are often said which I do not hear and are 

not contained in my Notes". 

Sharp does not deny that at a meeting he heard a 

e; eaker "invite all whites to Join us in our struggle". 

p. 1 /17 , V.10. See also p. 2174, V . l l . 

One should elaborate on this and endeavour to get 

a more general and specific admission from the witness. 

re tayoftlnfl Wilfftai-C& f r ..PPWrtrlgs QUtsid? Goutfr 

See Dr. Moosa's speech reported by Sharp at 

p.5059 V. 26, when t ie former is alleged to have said 

"Our / . . . 
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"Our salvation lies in our bands. We must not look 

for outside help". 

Sharp's g u i l t y as a reporter was tested at 

P .B . , see p. 3221 to 3230, 7 . 17 , where despite the 

fact that he was given every reasonable opportunity 

*nd adequate time to record he was only able to report 

a fraction of what was read out to him and t;at which he 

did record was quite illegible. 

hen testifying to a meeting held on 6 .11 .55 , 

at p. 5126, V .26 , Sharp stnued that he wrote as 

quickly as possible and tried to get down in his notes 

all that was said. Det. 1gt. Coetsee had made a short-

hand note of the earn® meeting and when Charp was asked 

to explfiin the illegibility and inadequacy of his 

notes he retracted his former evidence and said that 

he was not making proper notes and only writing a few 

words here and thsre. p. 5137 ,8 ,9 . V .26 . Also of. 

Ex. a . 726 with Exs. 7201. V.26. One wonders why 
to record 

he should trouble/at all under such circumstances. 

OpntrQd^ctV^g and Fals^hQ.ods ip ffiayp'p T v ^ ^ t 

( a ) . "The notes I have made are notes of the actual 

words used by the speakers" p.1320, V.10. 

"I do not agree that I write down less than 

what the speaker says", p.1923, V .10 . 

"I get down everything the speakers say" , p. 

1877, V .10 . but see 

p .1390 ,91 ,1916 ,24 ,25 ,27 , V .10 , p.5126, V.26, 

and lso 3228, V.17 and 2830, V .15* , where 

Sharp admits he leaves out sentences and omits 

t o / . . . . 
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to record wuat he does not think necessary, and 

is perhaps only able to record one-sixth of a 

speech. 

Although Sharp has no independent recollection 

of each meeting and has no note as to vhat language 

was used by each speaker he is nevertheless able 

to say what language was spoken, p.1816-7, and 

see also 1917» Y.10, " I am always able to 

remember the language used". 

This statement cannot be true, as was demonstrated 

at p. 1817 & 8 , V.10 "all (including Moretsell) 

spoke in Xosa " . . . , "Moretseli spoke in Mjedl". 

See also p. 1319 where witness, on being referred 

to another meeting, was unable to say what language 

was used by each speaker. 

Into the rame category of stupid falsehood as in 

(b ) , falls 'harp's statement on p. 1819-20, V.1Q. 

"Although no independent recollection of the 

meetings and although notes contain no mention 

of Interpreters, I can always ay wether inter-

preters were used at any meeting and I can tell 

into wiat languages the speeohes were interpreted. 

harp*8 evidence that he reported Hanbo's, Dr. 

ftjongwa's and R. Kesha's exact words despite the 

illiterate and ungrammatical manner in which they 

appear in the notes - already referred to earlier. 

See p. 1820, 21, 22. and that he understood 

everything the speakers said. See p.1877-3, 

1883, 4 , 6 , 8 , 1892, 1884-5 (Hokwe speech) all 

in V.10. 

( e ) • / . . 
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harp's admission p. 3027, V .16 , that speakers 

uiay h ve urged non-violence and his denial there-

after that non-violence was ever mentioned, p.3027 

(already dealt vdth). 

.harp's statem nt that at meeting of 6 .11 .55 hi 

wrote as quickly as possible and tried to get down 

everything speakers said, p.5126, V .26 , and see 

his later retrac ion, p. 5137, 8 & 9 , Vol.26, -

already dealt with. 

Re meetings at Trades 'Kail, and uncan liall on 

11 /8 /56 , 21 /5 /55 , 29 /5 /55 , 21 /8 /55 , 7 /8 /55 , 

11 /3 /56 , 17/6/56 (for reference see p. 104 of 

Osborn's schedule). Charp recorded in his notes 

and testified in evidence the names o the persons 

who attended these meetings. 

iut see cross-examination on p. 5513 to 9 , V.28, 

from which it becomes apparent that such recording 

and testimony is based on assumption and not on 

fact and is mlsleadln . 

Sharp's regular visits to 0 . 1 . 0 . on official 

business as evidenced in his note book. Obvious 

falsehood when he states he had no recollection of 

going to -'i.i .O . on official business - Jee p. 

5520-1, 5526-7-8. Vol. 28. 

iharp's attendances at -Land Xenure Board - his 

denial that he went there on official duty, 

p. 5528. V.28. and after product on of his note-

book his admission that he made notes of suspeots 

attending and that this was in the course of his 

official duties, p. 5529-32. V. 28. 

miscellaneous/... 
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.•igynBK - ft VtU» 

I harp should be examined about this meeting as the 

Chairman, D. Moiloa is re orted to have asked for 

money to buy machins-guns, (see p.2173, V . l l ) . 

It was not uncommon for speakers to state that their 

arms (a chine-guns ?) in the battle were "words" and 

"if©as" or "propaganda" and it may well be that the 

Chairman in making reference to machine-guns added 

something consistent with this common theme to explain 

his reference to mnchine-^uns• 

As Jharp has on a number of occasions admitted that 

he omits from his notes sentences which lie either 

cannot get down or which he oonslders unimport nt , 

he sould be croHS-e-a ined along these lines. 

This is one of the meetings testified to by Sharp from 

his report alone - The Kates for some unexplained 

reason cound not be found. 

H.B. ;he speaker who followed the Jhairaan'a speech 

signifioantly states, " I challenge the white man -

*ut aside his machine-gun end let us sit at a round 

table. 

uspioious circumstances surrounding the recording 

af arnqftftflj 

1 . Meeting on 4 /3 /56 . p. 2 W 0 . V.1S. 

Meeting attended by Sh rp without note-book 

or pc(<er. i per borrowed from Det. Koeller - See 

Coaker'8 cro s-examination on p.2891 -2^96, where 

atte tion is drawn to notes lrst appearing in ink, 

then in pencil, and then a^ain in ink. £ harp's 

unconvincing explamtlon .>fe£^ 
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2. --.fftijipfl 9f 3.9/4/54 - w A9?7. vt;o* 
Report compiled 2 days after the meeting from 

"very brief notes on a piece of paper, liotes should 

be called for and compared with the report. 

3 . rtfettw 9f 1 /9/54 - Pt2Q??« Y . U -

fharp destroyed paper notes on which names of 

those attendin were written - but not the notes of 

the speeohes - why? See p. 2041 ,48 ,49 ,40 ,51 . V .ll 

•ee also Jross-exaaiin »tion p. 2 J52 to 2060 - ulso 

p. 2062 A 3 , n meetings of 1 /8/54 snd 15 /8 /54 , and 

examine notes relating to these two see tings. , Ex.G.37. 

4 . 3 7 / U / 9 ? - Ei Vtl?» 

Part of notes missing - Time of arrival 11.15 a.m. 

different p«n - see cross-exasairation and check with 

Notes ad report, p.2312 to 2333. i-:x. 0 .201 . 

5. ttffttng UL/9/tt -

Check the Report a; ainst the Kotes. Ex. 9.703 

and 3 709. Meeting re, orted at p. 5052, V .26 . 

6 . W l m 91 2S/7/94- V M t . m < ? r W »t p,5795i Vy29 

See p. 5707 * 7 . "File on this man". Conclusion 

one draws is that Sharp's superiors to whom report 

submitted must have collaborated with Sharp in furnish-

ing the names which harp did not know and that report 

then went in under Sharp's name. fi.B., Notes afe 

missing. Check with Ex. a . 841* 
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7 . w ^ i r a u / u / r t - flfportm ^ P . ^ i Vi?2. 

See cross-examination 6^64 to 6266 - Confueion 

re identification of iertha Kashaba - when did she 

arrive? io.25 a.m. or 11.15 a.m. 

8. See notes for cross-examination attached to a c , 0 . 

293 - Speaker»s nara© left blank in the notes or 

marked "Unknown" an1 then overwritten with a name. 

Sharps probably gets the na^e later by asking 

socieone for it. 

9 . see notes for cross-exard nation attached to 

£x. G. ejs. - Different ink used in notes. -

Block letters - Last pages of Notes in 

Pencil with corrections in Slock letters. 

Mandela's speech particularly badly reported -

Unintelligible and ungramraatlcal • see rarginal 

notes on <xftlblt» 

1 0 . s e e xhiWLts 729 a:id 525. illiterate find 

unintelligible recording - iany corrections 

on transcripts - G. 728 consists of 3 double 

spaced typed pages for a meeting lasting 1 hour 

5 nlnutes. 
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potations og - aclal hartaoav. oxtra-oarllaaentarv-

strur -la. rejection of outalde rtelp. ate, 

or. a . j . raicksr (139) - Presidential Address at Conference 

of H.I»C. S / 2 / M . 

"we have ©aphaslaed that our 11 bo rat ion can 

only and aust caie froa forces within the Country 

It was in keeping with t ils ap roach 

that Gandhi launched the passive resistance campaign 

in S,A. . . . . . but in 1946 trie S.A. citizens of 

Indian origin again employed passive resistance 

against injustice and oppression The strug-

gle was launched on a higher plane In 1952 when In 

the Defiance Campaign under the A.N.C. people of all 

races took joint action against unjust laws." 

0 . 707 - P.18. 

"Our salvation lies in our hands and we oust 

not look for help from outside." 

£X. 0 . 703 - P.l . 

J . ^ . Sln^h ( r .A . ) - Gen. secretary's annual report to 

Conference of N . I .C . 5/2/ 

"Our struggle is essentially an extra parliamentary 

struggle." 

xaiplss given are ^fiance of Unjust Laws Campaign -

necessity to form united front against apartheid 

policy - necessity to work in conjunction with others 

to oppose Group Areas Act - Call for a Convention of 

the People to give largest number of people opportunity 

to plan for freedom. 

X . G> 707 - P. 23 and 26, 

R. Resha (63) / . . . 
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(S3) 

don't knew anything about those 
• 

letters (Chaesa-Ciieesa). There is no such 
« », c -

organization as Cheesa-Cheesa - this is the 

work of Provocateurs. The policy of the A.N.C. 

is that all should live in h&raony in this 

country." 

">x» 0 . 301 - P.2. 

"Don't believe this nonsense (of Cheesa-

Cheesa) - There is no such thing as Cheesa-

Cneesa. This is only a plan to forbid Congress 

meetings," 

tX. 0 . 301 - r .4 . 

Dr. Jadoo (N .A.) 

"This aeetlng is called by the L.P.S.C. 

which stands for racial harmony anonr all races 

In this country - i s are not creating racial 

hostilities I am declaring that these 

letters (Cheesa-Cheesa) are not from Non-Europeans 

but from the Nationalists themselves in order to 

terrorise their supporters . . . . . . we say we 

shall not be responsible for these Cheesa-Cheesa 

letters." 

ax. o. 301 - p.8 and 7. 

" I am not going to call upon you to embark 

on a &U-&U ca ipaipn because I am not raid. I 

am not ^oing to call upon you to write Cheesa-

Cneesa (letters;. I am ping to call upon you 

to use a weapon that has been proved in the 

course / . . . 
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"course of history, to Join your organizations anl 

bo united 11KG the Afrikaner people have (lone 

after f itting the Boer war 

"It is our la tour that is the runs of the 

civilized person. The *uns are the weapons of 

savages. The 4au-3au are a British creation. 

Ttiat Is why we say its rubbish - the Cheesa-Cheeaa." 

KX. 0 . 301 - P .11 and 12. 

rtesha (53) 

"No amount of force will stop the African, 

we use no ?runs against Swart and his agents." 

(Contained in a Resolution at end of Meeting.) 

Kx. 0 . 301 - P.13. 

"we believe that in south African we can all 

live peacefully. Black, Yellow and White. If 

there are people in South Africa who are not happy 

than they oust leave the country." 

ax. 0. 293 - P.2. 

. (32) 

'The A.» .C . had an important mission (formerly) 

of pleading with the fJovernraent for you but without 

success. Then a militant action was decided on in 

1949 . . . . where they decided to boycott. They 

decided on strikes, civil disobedience. Slice then 

the A.J.C. had consistent and uilitant action taken." 

(Said at the Meetly when fendela is alleged to have 

advocated violent rebellion - see rty earlier notes 

hereon. The wnole tenor of this speech is that the 

ni lit ant / . . . 
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militant action to be taken is formation of 

strong organizations, withdrawal of cooperation, 

strikes, boycotts, civil disobedience, and it 

follows on similar speeches made ty the sane 

speakers at the previous aieeting a week earlier for 

which see 0. 301. 

3x. 0. 298 - P. 0 to 10. 

spretsell (46) 

"The A. .C. fights nobody owing to his colour -

all ruie welcome. A.N.C. policy is that we must 

be elected to Parliament" . . . . . . "We the 

A.N.C. we are not against the white roan." 

3x« G. 295 - P. 2 and 3. 

BoiB.De (N.A.) 

"ffe can only obtain freedom by our own efforts 

. . . . . In Kenya, Rhodesia, Gold Coast, loroeco, 

Sgypt a new Africa is being born In 

the New Africa there will be no discrimination; 

any huaan beinp will have all the rights." 

IX. Q . 295 - . 7 aril 3 , 
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